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Message from the Coordinator
It started like a dream, and became a reality. After the long awaited workshop in April this
year, some major steps have been taken so far in Kampala. By the end of the workshop which
was organized and financed by Kampala Capital City Authority in association with
Goudappel Coffeng, Goudappel Africa and Iganga Foundation, a pilot project was prepared
by the same partners. With its artistic impressions, Kampala looked like a heavenly city, with
the people friendly infrastructure in place. This called for another step which would bring the
pilot project closer to the public, Kampala Capital City Authority and the policy makers.
Thereafter, a great idea of the Car Free Day which sounded like even a bigger dream was
seriously considered as a way of involving the general public in the process. Several meetings
were held by several nongovernmental organizations who partnered with Goudappel Africa through a public
private partnership. Nobody ever imagined that we would get authorization with ease to carry out the first Car
Free Day in Uganda. To cut the never ending success story, the big dream turned into a reality. This indicated
that the residents of Kampala are yearning for an opportunity to have several and the most convenient means of
transport. To the organizers, partners, funders, concerned planning authorities, and well wishers, this calls for
celebration but also poses a challenge to get to bigger steps towards the process of sustainable urban transport.
Together, we shall get there.
Amanda A. Ngabirano
Coordinator, Car Free Day, Kampala 2011 & Managing Director, Goudappel Africa Ltd
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1.0 Summary
The first Car free day 2011 was an initiation by organizations advocating for and lovers of sustainable transport modes and
development in Uganda. It was organized as a platform for all people in Kampala to celebrate the use of bicycle transport,
rewarding the current cyclists and a major step towards awareness creation among the public on sustainable urban transport and
safe co-existent with the non-motorized traffic. An advocacy tool, so to say.
This event, the first of its kind in Uganda took place on December 10th 2011 on designated streets by the Uganda Police to allow
cycling people and pedestrians to have a right of way comfortably for a period of four hours without fear of being knocked by
vehicles. The pedestrians were also part of the fun the day. Most people cycled and pedestrians had a right of way on Kampala’s
streets with the protection traffic police.
This Car Free Day was a mode of social unity, creating a feeling of togetherness and cohesion for sustainability. The event drew a
number of people from various walks of life and the estimated number was approximately 350 people, 250 of whom registered. It
was used to a reward to the bicyclists and pedestrians for choosing the most sustainable modes of travel despite the feeling of un
safety.
The registration of participant’s starter by 8 am on the 10th at the sport and recreational department Makerere University at the pool
side. Every participant registered was given a Car Free Day T-shirt.
Partners were the 5 implementing organizations working towards the development and promotion of sustainable urban transport.
Presence of government through the KCCA.
Ended with a festival. The event was well reported in the local media. NTV Uganda for instance in the news of Sunday December
11th, ran a poll asking the general public if they thought that cycling in Kampala is a welcome idea, majority responded in the
affirtmative.
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2.0 Background
Sustainable Transport is a “hot” topic globally at a time when climate change is also a matter of serious concern. The phrase is used
to refer to means of transport with more fuel-efficient, space saving and healthy living alternatives. Such means are also referred to
as green modes of transport. Walking and cycling are examples of such means of transport.
Traditional transport planning aims to improve mobility, especially for vehicles, and may fail to consider wider impacts. In addition,
according to the Intergovernmental report on Climate Change (2007), Greenhouse gas emissions from transport are increasing at a
faster rate than any other energy-using sector. Road transport is also a major contributor to local air pollution. Carbon emissions
being a major global threat to sustainability, and given that the share of the transport sector is increasing, it is important to consider
transport systems with sustainable carbon emission levels. (Richardson C. Barbara, 2005).
Furthermore, more than 600,000 people on the globe die every year in road accidents and about 50 million people are seriously
injured. (Wisions Report, issue no.5).The World Health Organization estimates that by 2020, traffic and transport related accidents
will be the second major cause of deaths and injuries in developing countries.
But the real purpose of transport is access - to work, education, goods and services, friends and family - and there are proven
techniques to improve access while simultaneously reducing environmental and social impacts, boosting economic and managing
traffic congestion. The use of a bicycle is such a technique.
2.1

Introduction

In April 2011, Kampala Capital City Authority organized a workshop on “Sustainable Urban Land use development, with a focus
on sustainable transport. By the end of the workshop, non-motorized modes of transport were appreciated, and a pilot project for a
section of the City was proposed. It was realized that the public required sensitization and awareness about the advantages of
bicycle transport. On that basis, team of advocacy organizations, co-ordinated by Goudappel Africa, proposed a Car Free Day.
Notably, developed and developing countries are grappling with transport sustainability issues but at varying levels, especially in
cities. This is not an exception for Kampala City, the Capital of Uganda in East of Africa. Kampala is the capital City of Uganda
located in the South East part of Uganda, on the shores of Lake Victoria. It covers a surface area of 195 Sq. Km and it is situated
on 24 low flat topped hills that are surrounded by wetland valleys. Kampala City is administratively divided into five divisions
namely: Central, Kawempe, Makindye, Lubaga and Nakawa Divisions. The Population and Housing Census (2002) put the City
population at 1.2 million people but the City has a daily transient population of about 2.3 million people. The City population
growth rate is at 3.9% per annum. (UBOS, 2002)
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2.2

Objectives



To demonstrate to all road users the need for cycling to promote safety of the
Cyclists and Pedestrians, better air quality, safer and healthier environment in Kampala City.
To encourage people to cycle and walk in Kampala as a way of lobbying for cycle friendly infrastructure.
To foster Networking and lobbying for a cycling friendly policy.




Harnessing a Planned or Existing Car-Free Day
There is of course nothing new about a proposal for a car-free day internationally but new on the Ugandan soils. Talk of them to
most of the people who have lived through the experience, and they will either laugh or smile. The consensus is almost always
however that these are obviously approaches which can’t work in our city, at least not on any regular basis but the team is hopeful
for a changed Kampala.
This approach can be carried out at a relatively low level of cost and disruption. The great advantage is that it can help those
involved to see their city and their daily lives through an entirely different set of lenses — on the condition that the City’s planners
are ready to take advantage of this unique situation. Another is that, since it is based on events that are already planned and
accepted, it requires no great effort at consensus building in order to get underway. Despite the modesty of its objectives, however,
it must not be assumed that such a project is of only limited value. All by itself it could make a major contribution!
But it is also possible that some places may be ready to consider a somewhat more radical though still basically conservative
approach.

3.0 Preparations towards the CFD
3.1

Cycle for fun events

Cycle for Fun” were a series of cycling events organized by TAFMOD, Kampala Cycling, Goudappel Africa and Teens Uganda to encourage
and interest many people to come on board as we cycle for fun especially the non cycling groups to cycle for fun.
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We took cycling to another level of fun considering that most of the youth and the non cycling groups or people would easily come on board
to share fun and having fun at any cost and this was the only way to bring them on our side. Follow up activities of cycle for fun went ahead to
access the participation since November giving us a go head for setting the date on the 10th Dec 2011.

The Cycle for Fun were a series of events within Makerere University and outside the University on the roads to create awareness
and encourage a sense of safety on the road to the new entrants. The events started on the 13th – 27th November 2011, were
organized on a weekly basis to encourage and interest the young people to love and enjoy cycling. This was away to use fun and
socializing to improve the image and the attitude towards the use of bicycle in Kampala.
The first cycle for fun had a total number of 46 participants with 10 females and 36 males from Kampala Cycling, Teens Uganda,
Goudappel Africa, TAFMOD and a student from the University. All the bicycles were from Kampala Cycling to the end of the
historical event.

Participants of Cycle for fun events

The second event on the 20th November was a lot more interesting and the bicycles and the participants started alongside the road
side in the Tusky’s parking space and the participants ventured on the road through the streets of Wandegeya, Apolo Kagwa,
Bwaise, and Yusuf Lule and back to the University for Refreshments. The number of participants kept on increasing with constant
awareness and campaign of having fun while cycling.
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Photos taken by a professional person from abound Uganda were posted on the official website: www. Carfreedayug.org, were used
on the Car Free day in Kyandodo Rugby grounds to educate the masses on what has been going on.
Cycle for fun graced by a Lecturer Dr. Jim Ayorekyeire from the tourism department and two of his sons were part of the team and
pledged his support and constant use of the bicycle from his residence in Kololo to the University.
During the third event, another lecturer, Mr Muhwezi Derek participated in this event. It was an awareness campaign for the
motorists when one the boy was dragged off the road by one motorist who wanted to overtake another vehicle not considering the
boy cycling. It was good that the boy was not hurt and came out of his vehicle and apologized. The campaign was successful. The
Initial preparations for the car free day commenced and everybody was looking forward to the D-day and a few individuals from
the core team made through the route.

3.2

Police, Ministry of Works and KCCA Involvements

The organizing team met different officials from KCCA, Police and made several presentations to all while the coordinator was
called to the Ministry of Transport and Works to make a presentation and defend the intended Car Free Day and was given
permission to go ahead with the organization. The project certificates were signed by the Minister himself.

3.3

Stakeholder’s meeting

This meeting was called as a result of engaging the majority of the people to come on board and it was a recommendation from
Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA). It took place on the 7th Dec 2011 at Tal Cottages in Rubaga Division. The media was
fully represented different media houses and the number totaled to 10 media houses. The press conference was done and this was
successful as it was aired on different radio and TV stations.
The total number of participants was 30 people from different organizations especially cycling groups with representation from
UTODA, Bombosera bikes, media houses, cycling clubs, Tour de Uganda, the president and his secretary of the Uganda Cycling
Association were present, FIA representative, NGO’s and CBO’s, the group paved a way forward for the car free day.
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3.4

Media Coverage & publicity

Different media houses were contacted and announcement and adverts were placed on a number of them including; Radio One,
Samba, Akaboozi Kubiri, Capital FM, NTV and a radio talk show on the December 6th, 2011 was held on samba FM in Bukoto for
an hour. Mbaziira Yusuf, Amanda Ngabirano and Christine Kawuma represented the team.
A Newspaper supplement was published on December 9th, 2011 in the New Vision on page 10 where whole page was dedicated to
sustainable urban transport and the Car free day. (See Appendix 7)
On the 11th, a poll was run on NTVU asking people if they thought the idea by KCCA providing for infrastructure and
encouraging cycling was a welcome idea on the Kampala streets. This was generated from the Car Free Day. Majority responses
were in the affirmative, recommended, and said that if the infrastructure is put right.
“What a brilliant idea by KCCA. I can’t wait to save on fuel costs”, one viewer was quoted by NTV-Uganda.
“I can’t wait to burn these calories”, another was quoted by NTV-Uganda”
This brings out the fact that cycling is good for health and is fuel efficient, and that some members of the public are aware.
The other form of publicity was hiring young men who stood by the road sides for a week to distribute brochures to the cyclists
and other road users about the Car Free Day.

4.0 Car Free Day - Kampala
Car Free Day 2011, in Kampala is an event that is aimed at celebrating the use of bicycle transport, rewarding the current cyclists
and a major step towards creating awareness among the public. This year’s event, the first of its kind in Uganda took place on
December 10th 2011 from 8am – 1pm on designated streets of, Wandegeye, Bombo road, Kampala Road, Yusuf Lule and Jinja road
followed by traffic police.
The Car Free day was not a war against motorist and this was clear right from the start of the campaign but a promotion for better, healthier
and environmentally friendly modes of transport.
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It is aimed at allowing bicycle riders to bike freely and comfortably for a period of four hours without fear of being knocked by
vehicular traffic. The pedestrians were encouraged to participate and share the fun that day. This Car Free Day brought different
people together as away of social unity and creating a feeling of togetherness and cohesion for sustainability.
It is also aimed at raising awareness among the public about the safe co-existent with the non-motorized traffic. About 350 people
participated including the Lord Mayor of Kampala, the director of Physical Planning KCCA, a representation from the office of
Makerere University Vice Chancellor, the Sports dean Makerere University, president of the Uganda Cycling Association, Tour de
Uganda head, Media Houses, this is Uganda representatives, Mulago Hospital for voluntary HIV/AIDS testing and counseling.
“Let Kampala Car Free Day be a showcase for just how our city might look like, feel like,and sound like without cars…365 days a year”.

4.1

Why Car Free Day in Kampala

With mounting visible evidence of the reality and extremely high effects of climate change and costs of fuel, people in Uganda
increasingly felt the importance of being a part of the earth. The city of Kampala has decided to do something about it through a
combined voice of organizations advocating for sustainable urban transport. This was reached at after the April KCCA workshop
where KCCA pledge to support and develop proper infrastructure development with inclusive transport modes.
Despite the numerous advantages of bicycle transport, the bicycle was not accorded due status as mode of transport. Bicycle
transport is environmentally friendly, space efficient, healthy, self-regulated and cheap to acquire and maintain. . Its advantages are
universal and therefore apply to all countries where developed or not..
The core team of the organizing organizations and the Kampala Capital City organized the first edition of its annual Car Free Day
December 10th 2011, urging the public to use and to think about more green transport and experience energy-saving and
environmental-friendly lifestyle.
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To celebrate this event, the organizing committee invited the Kampala Capital City authorities represented by the Director of
physical planning and the Lord Mayor, to join and promote the concept of sharing low-carbon, high conviviality transportation,
as a warm-up for the first session of the “Sharing Green Transportation.
The organizers invited all the government officials ranging from various Ministries and offices that are directly concerned with
sustainable transport, environment and climate change .
Ministry of Environment, Transport and Works, Parliamentarians, Uganda Police, Kampala Capital City Authority- Director,
Director of Physical Planning, Lord Mayor – Kampala, UTODA, NGOs and CBOs Cycling Clubs General Public University
Students, Business Owners, the Red Cross , International journalists, Diplomatic Missions in Uganda., and Media Houses

Organizers
TAFMOD
The African Forum for Mobility and Development (TAFMOD) is a non-governmental organization registered with the ministry
of Internal Affairs –National NGO Board with an aim of promoting sustainable urban transport and mobilizing cyclists as an
alternative mode of transport in the Kampala City. As a local NGO advocating for sustainable urban mobility for efficiency,
economic growth, environmental protection and social well being and sustainable transportation system in Uganda through
lobbying government and all the officials in the transport sector especially Kampala Capital City Authority (KCCA), Ministry of
Works and Transport, Uganda National Roads Authority (UNRA) into providing infrastructure for Non Motorized Mobility in the
City. The policy document on Transport would be the basis for providing for cyclists and pedestrians to have a right of way just
like any other road user.
TAFMOD has embarked on engaging the policy maker and implementers in this country to adapt to sustainable transport modes
and all inclusive transport planning.
Kampala Cycling
Kampala Cycling is a project by Lubya Youth ManPower Development Agency (LYMPDA).
LYMPDA is a local humanitarian organization that use sport and Play to affect behavioral change amongst children and youth in
the communities of Kampala.
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TEENS-Uganda
TEENS-Uganda is a non-governmental organization aimed at empowering the Youth into development and leadership approaches
and activities.
FABIO
The First African Bicycle Information Organization (FABIO) is a Uganda based nongovernmental organization based in Jinja the
Eastern part of Uganda that believes in utilizing non-motorized transport as a vital tool for sustainable development However,
FABIO was part of the organizing team but it had less time set aside for this year’s Car Free Day because of the busy schedules and
the distance from Jinja to Kampala.
Car Free Day Co-ordination
This year’s Car Free Day was coordinated by Goudappel Africa Ltd. Goudappel Africa provided all the technical and information
aspects of transport sustainability. This provided the organizers with a strong back bone for the Car Free Day project.
Goudappel Africa is a land use, traffic and transport company. The main goal is provide maximum advice that maximizes the
integration of land use and transport systems, as well as traffic management for sustainable transport systems because Africa is “on
the move”. We believe in offering practical solutions that are both technical and administrative.
The organizers of Uganda’s first Car Free Day wanted people in Kampala get together on the streets, intersections, Makerere and
Kyadondo Rugby ground to remind the policy makers and government officials of the advantages of bicycle transport in` our cardominated society.
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The core team had this to say, “But we do not want just one day of celebration and then a return to "normal" life. When people get
out of their cars, they should stay out of their cars. It is up to us, it is up to our city authority, and our government to help create
permanent change to benefit pedestrians, cyclists, and other people who do not drive cars’’.
While considerable momentum had been achieved in terms of media coverage, support from KCCA and the government, the
events turn out to be difficult to organize to achieve real success requiring significant reorganization of the city's transportation
arrangement and uncertainty about the usefulness of this approach. The sine qua non of success is the achievement of broad public
support and commitment to change.

Kampala - Traffic congestion on major streets of the City showed little signs of easing during morning rush hours of Saturday
December 10th, as more than 350 Ugandans marked the Country's first Car Free Day.
The only notable change in Kampala took place on the streets where the traffic police gave way for the cyclists and the pedestrians
had a right of way. Though it was not fully a car free day, but most of the motorists were wondering on the huge numbers of the
people cycling; and why this was happening? It certainly gave them a sense of belonging and fun at the same time where the traffic
jam on this Saturday morning and early afternoon was not cause by motorists but pedestrians and cyclists. The event created
awareness among the masses on the usefulness of riding.
There were concerns from the public especially the environmentalist that the young generations looking at vehicles as a source of
power and wealth, falling car prices and city expansion have made it possible, and sometimes necessary, for a larger number of
Uganda’s residents to own a car.
In Kampala, many accepted brochures from volunteers organized by the several non-governmental organizations and students on
the streets over the last few days. Some drivers made the pledge to voluntarily give up driving on Saturday for green transport and
yet others pledged to use as little as possible on other weekdays especially the University lecturers.
"The essence of the Car Free Day is to carry on the idea of green transport," said Amanda Ngabirano, the coordinator of this year’s
Car Free Day. She said that it was more meaningful to infuse people with the awareness to use green transport alternatives
whenever possible rather than imposing restrictions. She congratulated the participants for having honoured the invitations to the
global concern.
Prof. Ikoja Odong delivered a speech on behalf of Makerere University’s Vice Chancellor, Prof Baryamureeba He re-iterated the
advantages of bicycle transport and also the need for infrastructure development for cycling and bicycle parking on the University.
He called upon the students to embrace the cycling culture and to look at cycling as a social aspect and has nothing to do with class
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or level. s. He mentioned that the University will support all the endeavors by the different organizations to reduce on climate
change effects and advocating for sustainable transport.
Mrs. Kabenge Penniah, the head of sports and recreational department; Makerere University and the secretary of the Olympics
whose support enable the organizer to use the University facilities for cycle for fun events pledge her continued support especially
with promoting the cycling activities on the Olympics committee. Mrs. Kabenge urged the team to continue with the good work to
promote cycling and green transport. She pledged her continued support and called upon the participants to promote green
transport in their localities.
Mr. Agaba N. George, the Director of Physical Planning mentioned that the
Kampala Capital City Authority was having plans drawn for a change in policy and
inclusive of cycle and pedestrian infrastructure. He pledged the Authority’s and his
own support for green transport to create a more friendly and convenient mode of
transport system in Kampala.
The Car free day was then flagged off and
commissioned by the Director of Physical Planning and encouraged participants to
be conscious of the environment.

The Lord Mayor of Kampala City, Mr. Lukwago called upon participant and encouraged them to continue to love cycling and the promotion of
green transport. He demonstrated to the participants, showed his cycling skills, and called upon the youth, the leaders of the country to
embraces all-inclusive transport for the development of our City. He officially launched and closed the event and called on participants to
celebrate the rest of the day and the after party thereafter.
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Lord Mayor of Kampala City, Mr Erias Lukwago

Partnerships
“This is Uganda Musical festival” which is an annual musical concert organized by students from the Netherlands to bring together
youth to exchange culture and exposure. This year’s event was in partnership with the Car Free Day 2011. All the participants of
the Car Free Day had a free coupon to enter the musical gala after the end of the Car Free Day.

Car Use and dependence is a “Habit” Casual
This may not sound like a particularly dazzling observation. If true, however, it makes all the difference in the world from a policy
and results perspective. It has for many years been cheerfully assumed by analysts and policy makers that cars users are “rational
beings” who make choices. The received wisdom is that the user, when bit by the urge to travel and before making a final
commitment to his car, first scans the range of available alternatives and, should any of these become attractive enough, switch
over to another mode of behavior. But after years of experience and observation, it can safely be said that this is patently not true.
Quite another process is involved, including one tremendous discontinuity.
For virtually all of us who have them, car dependence is an addiction, and like any deeply ingrained habit of daily life, very hard to
break! And almost wholly resistant to reason! As with any kind of addict, it is easy to be fooled by what those who are affected by it
say, the reasons they give for their choices. There is thus a whole universe of reasoning, words and stated noble intentions on the
one hand and then on the other the simple, ineluctable facts of actual behavior. The truth though is that our car owner/driver are
just one more addicts, and all the evidence massively confirms that, like any other addict, he is going to continue to do his thing
despite his high environmental costs
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5.0 Challenges/ lessons learned













Convincing government to hold a car free day was no easy task. The organizers had the task to explain to the government
officers and the public what the car Free Day was all and about and that; we were not starting a fight against vehicles but
there was a need to develop and promote the sustainable modes in Uganda.
The event was organized within two months; it was such a short time to organize. This was a short time given the details
required to make it a success. International car free days take more than 6months to put all the details in place but 2012 we
shall be start on time to be able to organize a better car free day.
The publicity was not enough given the time and the resources. The budget was small especially for publicity and the
organizers had little influence on the some of the media houses.
Inflation was so high that the received funds for the event ended up not being enough. The estimated budget was about
52m but due to the inflation, the budget was reduced by almost 4m. This affected our activities and the money was delayed
thus delaying the planning process. This
Explaining to them that this was an International concept where people all over the world give a break to the cars and
move on foot and cycle for change is very crucial for our environment and health.
With the current state of affairs in the Capital City – Kampala, most thought it was a political issue considering that the
opposition had similar activities of walk to work; but media and the brochures did a good explaining. Though one of the
participants almost turned it upside down especially on the roads, but it was managed and remained on the social aspect.
Most of the people and officials had no understanding of the concept and it had to take the organizers long to explain to
them the essence of the car Free day and why Kampala was chosen
The approached offices and embassies were not of great help as expected.. But being the first event of it’s kind in Uganda,
most did not think it would be successful and never wanted to be associated with unclear concept.



The organizers had not any attended any international Car Free Day for reference and this became so complicated to them
to cope with the challenging environment in Kampala.



Consolidate plans of this year, continue mobilizing the people to cycle as a lobbying tool for better infrastructure, and
organize a better Car Free Day to coincide with the World Car Free Day.



Prioritizing mobility for development will mean making sure that the needs of vulnerable urban transport users are
considered and ensuring that the needs of non-motorized transport users are given as much importance as vehicles and
redressing the balance between investment in urban and rural mobility.
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2012 Car Free Day has to be independent in that it should have it’s own activities and not end up in another event. This will
reduce on the rate of forgetting the message from the car free day. The next Car free day will be organized as a standalone
event for the entire day and we hope the organizers will have been able to fund raise enough resources and again more
experience on handling and managing the event.



It also means developing effective and efficient mobility solutions that link different transport modes and integrate
communication and transportation.

6.0 Conclusion
The first car free day was a successful event in the eyes of the organizers though with slight disturbances from the public and
uncoordinated activities within the program. The loss of two bicycles from the Kampala Cycling was also a set back at the end of
the day but hopeful it will be sorted out.
From the evaluation, it was agreed that next year’s event, we have our own end activities rather than partnering with others that at
the end of it all, the participants are observed into the current activity forgetting the aim event.
Feedback from participants


People found it interesting and were hoping such events would continue next year. I for instance spoke to some lady about
the Cycle for Fun events and she was asking for details so she could join but it was too late



Kamoga Patrick said that activity should soon develop into a big one. He said that he wants to see a promotion of it as law
for pedestrians and cyclists to use the road.

Albert Einstein (scientist) said, "Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance you must keep moving."
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Appendix 1: Cycle for Fun Brochure
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Appendix 2: Police permission
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Appendix 3: KCCA Permission
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Appendix 4: Map of Routes
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Appendix 5: List of Stakeholder meeting participants
NO.

Name

Organization

E-maid Address

Telephone

1.

Lubega Bumali

Tour de Uganda

lubegabumali@ymail.com

0782 677 999

2.

Amanda Ngabirano

Goudappel Africa/MUK

amanda.ngabirano@gmail.com

077 4 594494

3.

Alma Heidhamp

FABIO

info@fabio.or.ug, alma-be@gmx.de

0788 653 824

4.

Mulamata Charles

Bambosero Uganda

Infomarkc5@gmail.com

0752 643 027

5

Mulondo Francis

St. John Ambulance -U

francissja@gmail.com

0784 725 484

6

Dumba Moses

UTODA

dumoses@gmail.com

0772 419 610

7

Kwamusi Paul

FIA Foundation

paulkwamusi@yahoo.com

0772 405 503

8

Kayondo Ibrahim

United Bus Drivers Ass.

ubda@yahoo.com

0772 668 583

9

Twaha Lukwanzi

President of Triathlon Ass

10

Katushabe Agnes

UBC Radio

agneskatushabe@yahoo.com

0774 771 888

11.

Mwesigwa Alon

Observer, Uganda

aamwesiga@gmail.com

0784 010 805

12

Nakawuma Louise

CBS/Fm Bulange Mengo

lizzenak@yahoo.com

0772 480 741

13

Margaret Mawanda

Abaund Consult

margaret@gmail.com

0772 474 099

14

Namara Lona

Freelance Journalist

0782 208635

15

Kikomeko Jackson

NTVU

0392 945 957

16

Mawanda Irene

Star Fm Radio

0782 562 979
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0772 609 999

17

Namale Rose

Radio One/ Akaboozi

18

Tyaba S. Abu

NBS TV

0703 420 515

19

Bahati Remmy

NBS

0784 947 054

20

Mubanda Ashiraf

Buganda Cyclists Ass.

21

Zuena Nakayemba

Voice of Africa

0772 364 969

22

Ernest Kayanja

Radio Simba

0711 973 013

23

Lubega Sam

Uganda Cycling Ass.

mountainbikeuganda@gmail.com

0751 650 033

24

Katerega Emma

Lympda

Katerega.emmanuel@yahoo.com

0752 202 815

25

Mbaziira Yusuf

Kampala Cycling

yusuf@kampalacycling.com

0772 561 748

26

Hamba Richard

Teens Uganda

hambarichard@yahoo.com

0712 675 138

27

Kawuma .N. Christine

TAFMOD

info@tafmodug.org

0704 779 448

30

Sam Muwonge
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rose_namale@yahoo.co.uk

Cyclesuganda@yahoo.com

0772 453 207

0703 404 370

0

Appendix 6: Stakeholder invitation letters
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Appendix 7: CFD New Vision Pull out
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Photo Gallery
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